Design of iterative ROI transmission tomography reconstruction procedures and image quality analysis.
An iterative edge-preserving CT reconstruction algorithm for high-resolution imaging of small regions of the field of view is investigated. It belongs to a family of region-of-interest reconstruction techniques in which a low-cost pilot reconstruction of the whole field of view is first performed and then used to deduce the contribution of the region of interest to the projection data. These projections are used for a high-resolution reconstruction of the region of interest (ROI) using a regularized iterative algorithm, resulting in significant computational savings. This paper examines how the technique by which the pilot reconstruction of the full field of view is obtained affects the total runtime and the image quality in the region of interest. Previous contributions to the literature have each focused on a single approach for the pilot reconstruction. In this paper, two such approaches are compared: the filtered backprojection and a low-resolution regularized iterative reconstruction method. ROI reconstructions are compared in terms of image quality and computational cost over simulated and physical phantom (Catphan600) studies, in order to assess the compromises that most impact the quality of the ROI reconstruction. With the simulated phantom, new artifacts that appear in the ROI images are caused by significant errors in the pilot reconstruction. These errors include excessive coarseness of the pilot image grid and beam-hardening artifacts. With the Catphan600 phantom, differences in the imaging model of the scanner and that of the iterative reconstruction algorithm cause dark border artifacts in the ROI images. Inexpensive pilot reconstruction techniques (analytical algorithms, very-coarse-grid penalized likelihood) are practical choices in many common cases. However, they may yield background images altered by edge degradation or beam hardening, inducing projection inconsistency in the data used for ROI reconstruction. The ROI images thus have significant streak and speckle artifacts, which adversely affect the resolution-to-noise compromise. In these cases, edge-preserving penalized-likelihood methods on not-too-coarse image grids prove to be more robust and provide the best ROI image quality.